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Arsenal Of Words (Part 10)
A Demonstration of The Deceptive Use of Words
By The Rabbis of Judaism
By Pastor Eli James
not be settled until we are able to break the back
of Jewish censorship.

House

T

HIS
IS
ANOTHER
RACIALLY
EXCLUSIVE
TERM,
which
applies only to the
Twelve Tribes of Israel.
The House of Israel and the House of Judah
became separate nations when Jeroboam and the
Ten Northern Tribes seceded from the tribes of
Judah and Benjamin, who steadfastly remained
separate and distinct as the House of Judah.

Until the year 975 B.C., the descendants of Jacob
in Palestine formed one nation, the Twelve
Tribes of Israel. From before the Exodus until
this time, many groups of Israelites left the main
body, founding colonies all around the
Mediterranean, on the African coast, in Greece,
Italy, Spain, and even the British isles. These
migrations are little discussed in the Bible,
although they are hinted at (Jdg. 5:17; Ezek.
27:6, 19), and the Biblical focus always remains
fixed on the Israelites in Palestine. After their
separation into two Houses, they became "the
two families which the Lord hath chosen" (Jer.
33:24).

The Jews will never discuss this history, because
it shatters their claim that they represent "all" of
Israel. They falsely teach that the House of Israel
merged with other nations, thus disappearing
altogether, through the process of racial
absorption. But we in Christian Identity are
keenly aware that the Israelites of yesteryear are
in fact the Anglo-Saxon, Caucasian people of
today.

At the death of King Solomon, the nation of
Israel was divided into two Houses. I Samuel
18:16: "But all Israel and Judah loved David,
because he went out and came in before them."
II Chronicles 10:12-14 tells us that when
Solomon died, and his son Rehoboam ascended
to the throne, the ten northern tribes rebelled
because of heavy taxation imposed upon them.
Under King Jeroboam, they formed the
This factual history has been documented by NORTHERN KINGDOM, while Judah, along
hundreds of books, pamphlets, archeological with Benjamin and many Levites, formed the
relics, etc. It is a well known fact within our SOUTHERN KINGDOM, under Rehoboam.
movement, Christian Israel. No anti-Identity
person has ever dared to publicly debate an As a result of this split, these two houses
Identist on this point.
frequently warred against each other, until the
Northern Tribes were taken captive by the
We know our history and our Bible better than Assyrians, starting in 745 BC., having been
our adversaries do. We know they cannot refute exiled to Media. It is these same deported, exiled
historical findings that are synchronized with Israelites, along with those who had emigrated
Biblical facts. Intrinsically, they fear the to Europe in the preceding centuries, who
awakening of their old nemesis, Christian Israel. became the DISPERSED of Israel, the very
At the present time, our critics slander us as same people to whom the Apostles were sent to
"racists," "bigots," and "supremacists," but they minister. They later became known as the
have never made the mistake of publicly Caucasian people.
debating us. The rabbis of Judaism know very
well that we know our own history and that we The Jews and the Judeos do not want you to
know the truth about their phony religion and understand this essential piece of the historical
their impersonation of us. For them, public puzzle. They want to prevent you from
debate is a no-win proposition. This matter will understanding your own history and heritage,
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because, as the descendants of Esau/Edom, they
are actively engaged in this all-out cultural war
AGAINST YOU, to prevent you from claiming
your rightful inheritance, which is the Kingdom.
For the rabbis of Judaism, it is absolutely critical
that the White Race be kept in the dark about
who the DISPERSED people really were and
are. This is why they encourage us to remain in
the blissful ignorance of Judeo-Christianity.
They want you to believe that the Apostles,
especially Paul, were sent to NONISRAELITES, so they can deceive you with the
"Gospel of Universalism." This will be discussed
in some detail later, under the heading of "Israel
in the New Testament."

Nations

ridiculous this definition is. The correct
definition is nation, NOT foreign nation or
Gentile. In any given verse, the word nation is
always fundamentally accurate, leaving the
context of the verse to tell us whether the goy is
Israel, Judah, heathen or unspecified.
The very first usage of the word goy, in the
plural, is in Gen. 10:5, which tells us this: "By
these were the isles of the Gentiles divided in
their lands; every one after his tongue, after their
families, in their nations."
Here, this verse is telling us that these
families/nations will keep to themselves and
esteem their own culture, remaining exclusive
and separate. Throughout recorded history, this
was the norm until Judaism’s introduction of
their televangelistic propaganda campaign,
which can justifiably be called the "Gospel of
Race-Mixing."

This new doctrine, which was never taught or
even imagined before the advent of television
(the "image of the beast") had taken hold of our
minds. Through pervasive advertising,
propaganda, arm-twisting, plus economic and
political clout, all of Judeo-Christianity has
The word nation is translated from the Hebrew
fallen into lockstep with this false "gospel."
goy and the Greek ethnos. As with the word Jew,
the KJV employs inconsistent definitions and
Plainly, it can be seen that the word goyim
usages throughout. These inconsistencies were
(Hebrew plural of goy) here, is, in Gen. 10:5,
strategically devised and implemented by the
speaking of specific nations. In this case, it is
sanctimonious rabbis of Judaism in order to
speaking specifically of the nations that
confuse us. This confusion has been utilized by
descended from Japheth, son of Noah. Note that
them to de-emphasize the separatist, national
these nations are the blood descendants of Noah,
message of True Israel.
so they are neither heathen, nor FOREIGN to
Israel, as most people would assume by the use
They have gone to great effort, expense and
of Strong’s definition of the word Gentiles.
trouble, keeping us fooled by their reconstruction
of the past. Their diabolical genius consists of
At this juncture of the Biblical record, Israel had
rewriting history and the Bible in order to make
not yet emerged on the stage of history, so it
it appear that the Bible is about them. Only those
would be just as ridiculous to speak of these
of us in Christian Identity are able to see through
goyim as "non-Israelites" as it would be to speak
this charade, because we know the Bible better
of them as "non-Jews." The Israelites would not
than they do and we know our own history,
emerge until approximately 2500 years later, as
despite their efforts to obscure it.
these two events were separated by the time
period from about 3245 BC to around 1785 BC
For example, Strong’s #1471 gives this
(Septuagint reckoning).
definition of goy: "a FOREIGN NATION;
hence a Gentile–-heathen, nation." James Strong,
The Israelites will descend from Shem through
or better yet, his later editors, either by
Eber, being lineal descendants of Adam through
ignorance, complicity, intellectual fraud, or
these two men. My point is this: The people of
intimidation, lists this woefully inadequate and
Gen. 10:5 are, in fact, the BLOOD KIN of Shem
misleading definition. We will get to the word
and Ham. It is a genetic impossibility that these
Gentile next, but first I want to demonstrate how
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kinsmen of the future Israelites are foreigners
("Gentiles") to Israel. This is an extraordinarily
misleading translation, and it does grave
injustice to any possible understanding of
exactly what Moses intended for us to know.
Such misunderstanding is due to the horrible
definition contained in Strong’s Concordance.
There was one immediate exception, however,
namely Canaan, the grandson who was cursed
by Noah. Canaan left the company of his
kinsmen and married into the Kenite families
that were descended from Cain. When he
married into these people, they henceforth
became known as Canaanites. These Kenites
obviously had a combination of Adamic DNA
through Eve, plus a large dose of DNA from
Nachash; but the rest of their genetic makeup
came from the other various Kenite people, who
were primarily derived from the seed of the
fallen angels. (Gen. 6:4.) More on this later,
during the discussion of the Anunaki.

Please note that the word Gentiles, as found in
this same verse, is translated from the exact same
Hebrew word, goyim, which is translated as
"nations" in its second occurrence, in the same
verse. I cannot say what motivated the KJV
translators to use Gentiles in the first instance of
goyim; but it is a horrible usage, and it
demonstrates a dreadful bias, fictitiously
assigned where the translator/editor thought it
might make sense to use it to mean "non-Jewish
foreigners"!
This is tomfoolery, because it makes it seem as
though the descendants of Japheth are not related
to the descendants of Shem and Ham; but this is
patently ridiculous. It’s like saying that brothers
are unrelated to each other! Since Gentiles is
defined as "non-Jew" in Strong’s, we have an
instance of a word, which is obviously used
anachronistically, and it is retroactively applied
to a people before it is historically legitimate to
do so! Stop and consider that! It’s like referring
to "Americans" two hundred years before

Columbus "discovered" America or before
America was named.
Such sloppy use of language feeds right into the
cryptic Jewish distortions of Scriptural language,
which have been surgically inserted into
passages where they do not belong. This type of
editing has added to the malaise of tainted,
incompetent Judeo-Christian scholarship, which
strains to maintain bogus rabbinical categories
and credibility.
The rabbis have positively THRIVED on their
deliberate, historical confusion of categories,
peoples, places, things, and times. Thank God
that the Masoretes did not have access to a word
processor!!! The Bible would be indecipherable!
Hence, from such vague use of language, we
have the ultimate contradiction, supported by
Judeo-Christianity: the confusing idea of Jesus
being a "Jew," while the Jews are, in fact, His
worst enemies!! Go figure! {For some great
Identity scholarship on this subject, you can go
to Dr. Wesley Swift’s article entitled, “Was Jesus
a Jew?” }
In the words of Frazier Marks, in his book, The
Inquisition and Crucifixion of Jesus the
Nazarene, "It never made any sense to me that
so-called ‘Jews,’ who do not seem to particularly
like Christians, would kill one of their own sons
in order to save so-called ‘gentiles’ (non-Jews)
from the fires of hell!"
Indeed! The Jews have NEVER been known to
do other people any such favours! Everything
they do is strictly for their own advantage and
aggrandizement. The history of the Jewish
people is replete with examples of this selfpromoting agenda.
To restate Mr. Marks’ objection: Why would the
Jews kill one of their own just so that the
Dispensationalist Christians could revel in the
Jews’ "mistake" by creating Replacement
Theology? Such a tortured plot would make
great theatre, filled with potential drama, but
such juicy irony is pure fiction.
The real reason the Jews murdered Christ is
precisely because they KNEW He was NOT one
of them. They, as Idumeans, had USURPED
THE THRONE OF JUDAH. If they weren’t
sure of the fact, they, at the very least, suspected
that He was the promised Messiah of True Israel.
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Either way, they had no choice but to kill Him,
in order to prevent Him from claiming His
rightful THRONE, which the evil Idumean,
Antipater, had laboured long and hard to secure
for his son, Herod!

Awakening will occur in its appointed season.
You can imagine the difficulty of
deprogramming someone who has been
brainwashed for 2,000 years!!

Nation
Without understanding this history, and without
understanding the Jewish technique of deceptive
word-smithing, readers of the Bible are simply
confused by its imprecise and contradictory
language. This confusion has been deliberately
implanted into the faulty translations we have
today; and we suffer terribly by not
understanding that the Bible is actually about
US, and not about THEM, the Jews. Like a
person suffering from amnesia, True Israel has
been suffering the consequences of failing to
understand our own history.
This knowledge is something that organized
Jewry is working very hard, even on their
"Sabbath," to prevent. Given their influence in
and ownership of much of the secular publishing
industry, they have done their level best to
obscure our true history and identity as the
migrating tribes of Israel. What the Jews have
done to us is CULTURAL SABOTAGE. It has
been a most sinister and deadly game.

The first singular usage of goy is at Gen. 12:2,
in which Yahweh says to Abram, "I will make
of thee a great nation."
Now, here is an instance that clearly exposes the
absurdity of Strong’s definition of goy. If goy
means FOREIGN NATION, then this verse
should read, "I will make of thee a great foreign
nation." Such a translation is clearly absurd, yet
"foreign nation" is listed as the primary
definition of goy. In this instance, and in most
instances, goy Actually refers to the Adamic
Race. (Gen. 5:1), UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED BY THE CONTEXT. This is
what the Bible distorters DO NOT want you to
know. That is why they have invented a clearly
duplicitous definition for this word.

At the same time, they have also laboured
feverishly to blot out the history of the Khazars,
the non-Shemitic, non-Israelite people who
comprise 95% of world Jewry today! So,
ethnically, the Jewish people are comprised of
two mongrelized strains: 1.) the Idumean,
Sephardic branch, which we have discussed at
length, and 2.) the much larger Ashkenazi,
Khazar branch, which has no Shemitic roots
Since the Jews use the word goyim as a reference
whatsoever.
to non-Jewish people, the brainwashed scholars
and interpreters of Scripture, aping this false
The ancestors of this non-Shemitic group, which
usage by the rabbis, do not pay attention when
invented Zionism, never set foot in Palestine or
this Jewish terminology is clearly nonsensical.
Judea. By virtue of the fact that the Khazars
The diabolical rabbis know that very few people,
converted to Judaism in the year 740 AD, these
not even the most gifted scholars, will ever go
impostors claim all the "rights" of ancient Israel
into such painstaking word studies as you are
and Judah! This imposture would be humorous
presently reading, since most of these scholars
if the consequences weren’t so violent and tragic.
have denominational biases of their own to
uphold. Consequently, the rabbis feel very
Of course, being identity thieves, the Jews are
secure in the assumption that their charade will
happiest when they can keep us confused about
never be exposed.
our true Identity, but this confusion is about to
end, as True Israel is finally awakening to both
One of the desired effects of these rabbinical
our true Identity and the historical Jewish
word games is to drive young people away from
impersonation of us. Although our task is
Christianity. When Scripture appears to teach
daunting, the Bible assures us that this Great
incomprehensible nonsense or unscientific
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impossibilities, such as the "global flood" theory,
a wedge is driven between Reason and Faith.
They take special pleasure in this fact because
they know that they have thus estranged another
White person from his or her True Messiah.
Are the rabbis really as clever and devious as
this? You bet they are! Their lives quite literally
depend on it!!! They know that, if White
Christians ever realize how they have been
duped, murdered, deprived and exploited by this
religious sect, angry mobs would tear them to
pieces! The charlatan must be a manic /
depressive, revelling in the success of his
imposture while dreading the eventuality of his
exposure! To live with such manic depression is
to be a Jew!
The fact is that the Bible DOES NOT employ
the word goy to mean "non-Jew." If you read the
Bible carefully, you will see that the "nonJewish" definition does not belong in Scripture.
That is Jewish deception in the form of linguistic
subterfuge! Do not be deceived any longer, my
friends. This linguistic fact will become even
more painfully obvious when we discuss the
word Gentile.

"Gentiles" is completely imaginary! The JudeoChristian priests, who routinely make this false
distinction, have no idea how they have been
fooled by deceptive language.
They are the "clueless believers," who worship
Satan in the Name of Christ! Almost without
exception, wherever the Bible appears to make
this distinction, it is actually referring to the
distinction between the House of Judah in
Palestine and the Dispersed House of Israel in
Europe and Asia Minor. This factor will be
discussed in greater detail later.
The rabbis of Judaism know very well that this
false distinction misleads many well-meaning
Christians into the erroneous assumption that the
main business of Christianity should be the
conversion of non-White "Gentiles." Thus, they
have successfully converted Christianity into a
vehicle of its own destruction. By distracting us
away from building the Kingdom, they have
misdirected us into trying to convert the heathen,
which is something the Bible actually forbids!
We are not supposed to convert non-Whites to
Christianity.
Rather, we, as a nation, are supposed to be the
"City on the hill" (Matt. 5:14), the nation that
sets the example for other nations to follow.
There is nothing at all "racist" about this. It is
precisely what Yahweh wants us to do. If such
"conversion" were necessary, it could be called
conversion by "national example."
Whether a nation is foreign or kindred is always
determined by the context, and, therefore, the
definition should simply read "nation." We know
that the Anglo-Saxon, Caucasian people are, in
fact, the BLOOD DESCENDANTS OF
ABRAHAM AND SARAH, thus, WE are the
"many nations" spoken of in that verse. The
Jews, in point of fact, since 70 AD, have never
had their own nation until that bastard State of
Israeli was formed by the illegal invasion,
deception and signatory fraud of the Balfour
Declaration. So, how can these verses even refer
to the Jews, who have never fulfilled any of these
promises? {For a long list of these identifying
Marks, please refer to Col. Jack Mohr’s online
article, "The Marks of Israel": }

The same promise of Gen. 12:2 is repeated to
Abram at Gen. 17:5, which tells us that Abram
will be the father of MANY NATIONS. But,
obviously, Abram will be the father of nations
comprised of his BLOOD DESCENDANTS
ONLY, not of unrelated "foreign" nations.
Clearly, the word goy SHOULD NOT BE
DEFINED as "foreign nation." This is a
diabolically clever Jewish interpolation. Just X
it out of your copy of Strong’s and never use it
again. It is a ridiculous inclusion. From this The current nation of "Israel," and its Israeli
discussion, I hope you can begin to see that the inhabitants, is illegitimate, since it depends on
commonly used distinction between "Jews" and extorted monies from OTHER REAL
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NATIONS for its very economic survival. What
kind of a "blessed nation" is it, that cannot even
sustain itself? It’s not a nation; it’s a geographic
and historic fraud, an international parasite,
surviving off the blood and wealth of other
nations, all the while exploiting their good will
in the most cynical, sinister way, motivated only
by the singular purpose of destroying exactly
those Christian nations which help it most.
They have brainwashed the Judeo-Christians
into believing that the Palestinian people are evil.
What a pitiful and tragic spectacle: to see the
Christian Zionists lusting for the blood of Arabs,
Muslims, and even foreign Christians, who stand
in the way of the Zionist juggernaut. Words
cannot describe the immeasurable depth of such
delusion!

supplied with American money and the latest
military hardware. The only charge the
Palestinians are guilty of is defending
themselves. For this "offence," the Christian
Zionists deem them worthy of God’s wrath!
Unthinking, "faith only" Christians, indeed! I
have a difficult time imagining
Yahweh’s displeasure with these "Christians"
for their self-righteous stupidity. They will not
fare well on the Day of Judgment. The fact is
that the Israeli State is just another Jewish ghetto,
filled with organized crime, warmongers,
international harlots, cutthroats and thieves, all
held firmly together by the glue of the Talmud
and Rothschild money, while cynically
pretending to be "G-d’s chosen people."
Christians have no business supporting such an
evil, sinister enterprise.

The Palestinians are today bearing the full brunt
of Zionism’s cruel, imperialistic designs, amply

To be Continued OS23003

Old Testament
“Word for Word” Deuteronomy Part 3
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
3. Your eyes saw what did Yahweh over BaalPeor 1187: because all the men that walked 1980
after 310 Baal-Peor, has destroyed 8045
Yahweh Eloheycha from among 7130 you,
4. but you that clung 1695 to Yahweh
Eloheychem are alive 2416, all of you this day.
5. See 7200, I have taught you statutes and
judgements, that commanded Yahweh Elohay
430, to do in the midst 7130 of the land that you
go there to possess.
6. Therefore guard and do them, because this is
your wisdom 2451 and understanding 998 in the
eyes of the peoples, that shall hear of all these
1. Now 6258 Yis'rael, listen to the statutes 2706, statutes, and say, ‘Surely 7535 this people are
and to the judgements 4941, which I teach 3925 wise 2450 and understanding 995, and this is a
to you, to do them, so that you may live, and go great nation 1419.'
in and possess 3423 the land that Yahweh
7. Because what 4310 great nation is there that
Elohey 430 your forefathers gives you.
their elohiym 430 is so near 7138 to them as
2. You shall not add 3254 to the Word which I Yahweh Eloheynu 430, in all we call upon 7121
command 6680 you, neither diminish 1639 Him for?

Chapter 4

from it, so that you guard 8104 the
commandments 4687 of Yahweh Eloheychem 8. And what nation so great, that has statutes
and judgements so righteous 6662 as all this
430 that I command you.
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Torah 8451, that I set before you this day?

and the stars 3556, and all the host 6635 of the
sky 8064, that you are driven aside 5080 to bow
9. Only guard you, and watch over yourselves down 7812 to them, and serve 5647 them,
greatly 3966, lest you forget 7911 the things that which Yahweh Eloheycha has apportioned 2505
have seen your eyes, and lest they depart 5493 to all people under the whole sky.
from your mind 3824 all the days of your lives:
but make them known 3045 to your children, and 20. but you has taken Yahweh, and brought you
your children’s children;
forth from the furnace 3564 of iron 1270, from
Mits'rayim, to be to Him a people of inheritance
10. the day that you stood before Yahweh 5159, as this day.
Eloheycha in Choreb, when said Yahweh to me,
‘Gather 6950 to Me the people, to hear My 21. And Yahweh was angry 599 with me over
Words, so they may learn 3925 to revere 3372 this matter, and swore 7650 that I should not
Me all the days that they shall live upon the 1115 cross over the Yar'den 3383, and should
land, and may so teach 3925 their children.' not enter into the good land that Yahweh
Eloheycha gives you as an inheritance:
11. And you came near, and stood beneath the
mountain; and the mountain burned 1197 with 22. for I must die in this land, and not 369 cross
fire 784 unto the heart 3820 of the sky, with over the Yar'den: but you shall cross over, and
darkness 2822, clouds 6051, and thick darkness possess 3423 that good land.
6205.
23. Guard 8104 yourselves, lest 6435 you forget
12. And spoke Yahweh to you from the midst of 7911 the Covenant 1285 of Yahweh
the fire: the sound of His Words you heard, but Eloheychem, that He made 3772 with you, and
no form 8544 did you see; only 2108 a voice.
make 6213 you a carved idol 6459, the form of
anything, that has commanded Yahweh
13. And declared 5046 He to you His Covenant, Eloheycha against.
that commanded He to you to do; and Ten 6235
Words wrote 3789 He upon two 8147 tablets 24. Because Yahweh Eloheycha is a fire 784 that
3871 of stone 68.
consumes 398, He 1931 is an El 410 of jealousy
7067.
14. And to to me commanded Yahweh at that
time to teach you statutes 2706, and judgements
4941, to do them in the land that you go over
there to possess.
15. Take heed 8104 greatly 3966 for yourselves
5315, for you did not see a form on the day that
spoke Yahweh to you in Choreb from the midst
of the fire:
16. lest 6435 you become corrupt 7843, and
make yourselves an idol 6459, the form of any
statue 5566, the image 8403 of male 2145 or
female 5347,
25. For when you beget 3205 children, and
children's children, and you have grown old
17. the image of any beast 929 that is on the 3462 in the land, and become corrupted 7843,
land, the image of any bird 6833 with wings and make a carved idol, the form of anything,
3671 that flies 5774 in the sky 8064,
and do evil 7451 in the sight 5869 of Yahweh
Eloheycha, to provoke Him to anger 3707:
18. the image of anything that creeps 7430 upon
the ground 127, the image of any fish 1710 that 26. I call as a witness 5749 against you this day
is in the waters beneath 8478 the land:
the sky 8064 and the land 776, that you shall
utterly perish 6/6 quickly 4118 from upon the
19. and lest you lift up your eyes to the sky, and land that you cross over the Yar'den there to
when see you the sun 8121, and the moon 3394, possess; you shall not 3808 prolong 748 your
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days upon it, but shall be utterly destroyed might discipline 3256 you: and upon the land
8045/8045.
you saw His great fire; and His Words you heard
from the midst of the fire.
27. And shall scatter 6327 you Yahweh among
the peoples 5971, and you shall be 7604 few 37. Instead 8478 because He loved 157 your
4962 in number 4557 among the nations 1471 forefathers, chose 977 He their seedline 2233
where shall lead 5090 you Yahweh there 8033. after 310 them, and brought you forth with His
Presence 6440, and by His Great Might 3581,
28. And you shall serve 5647 there elohiym 430, from Mits'rayim;
the work 4639 of the hands 3027 of adam 120,
wood 6086 and stone 68, that do not see 7200, 38. to dispossess 3423 nations greater and
nor hear 8085, nor eat 398, nor smell 7306.
mightier 6099 from before you, to bring you in,
to give to you the land as an inheritance, as this
29. But if you seek 1245 from there Yahweh day.
Eloheycha, you shall find 4672 Him, for if you
seek 1875 Him with all your heart 3824 and all 39. Know this day, return it to your heart, for
your being 5315.
Yahweh, He is the Elohiym of the sky above
4605, and upon the land beneath: none else.
30. When you are in distress 6862, and have
found you all these things, in the end 319 of
days, if you return 7725 unto Yahweh
Eloheycha, and listen to His voice;
31. (for an El 410 of compassion 7349 is
Yahweh Eloheycha): He will not forsake 7503
you, nor
destroy 7843 you, nor forget 7911 the covenant
of your forefathers which swore 7650 He to
them.
32. For ask 7592 now 4994 of former 7223
days, that were before you, from the day that
created 1254 Elohiym adam 120 upon the land,
and from one end 7097 of the sky unto the other
end of the sky, has there been any thing this
great 1419, or have you heard 3644?

40. You shall guard 8104 His statutes 2706 and
His commandments 4687, that I command you
this day, that it may go well 3190 with you, and
your children after you, so that you may prolong
748 your days upon the land 127, that Yahweh
Eloheycha gives to you for all your days.

33. Have heard other people the voice of
Elohiym speaking from the midst of the fire, as 41. Then set apart 914 Mosheh three cities on
you have heard it, and lived?
this side of the Yarden toward the rising 4217 of
the sun 8121;
34. Or has attempted 5254 Elohiym to come and
take 3947 for Himself a nation from within 42. to flee 5127 there the manslayer 7523, that
another nation, by testing 4531, by signs 226, slays 7523 another person 7453 without 1097
and by wonders 4159, and by war 4421, and by knowledge 1847, and had not hated 8130 him in
a mighty 2389 hand 3027 and a stretched out times past 8543/8032, and by fleeing to one of
2220 arm 5186, and by great terrors 4172, these cities he might live:
according to all that did for you Yahweh
Eloheychem in Mits'rayim before your eyes?
43. Betser 1221 in the wilderness, in the land of
the plain 4334 of the R'ubeniy 7206, and
35. You saw, so you would know that Yahweh, Ramoth 7216 in Gilead 1568, of the Gadiy
He is the Elohiym; and none 369 else 5750 1425, and Golan 1474 in Bashan 1316, of the
beside 905 Him.
Menashshiy 4520.
36. From the sky you heard His voice, that He 44. This is the Torah 8451 that set 7760 Mosheh
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before the children of Yisrael:
45. these are the testimonies 5713, and statutes
2706, and judgements 4941, which spoke
Mosheh to the children of Yis'rael, after coming
forth from Mits'rayim.

Verse 6 calls Yis'rael "goyim", meaning "nation,
or people", thus it doe's NOT mean "non-Jew",
as it is supposed today.
Verses 11, 12 - Ex. 19:16-18; Heb. 12:18,19;
Verse 13 - Ex. 31:18; 34:28; Deut. 9:10;

46. on this side of the Yar'den, in the valley 1516
in front of 4136 Beyth-Peor, in the land of
Siychon king of the Emoriy that dwelled in
Chesh'bon, which smote Mosheh and the
children of Yis'rael, after coming forth from
Mits'rayim.

Verse 14 - Ex. 21:1;
Verse 16 - Ex. 20:4; Lev. 26:1; Deut. 5:8; 27:15;
Verses 17,18 - Rom. 1:23;

47. And they possessed his land, and the land of
Og king of Bashan, two kings of the Emoriy,
that were on this side of the Yar'den toward the
rising of the sun.
48. From Aroer 6177 that is upon the banks
8193 of the Wadi Arnon 769, unto Mount Siyon
7865, which is Chermon 2768,

Verse 20 - Ex. 19:5; Deut. 7:6; 14:2; 26:18; 1
Kings 8:51; Titus 2:14; 1 Peter 2:9;

49. and all the plain 6160 on this side of the
Yarden toward the sunrise 4217, unto the sea of
the plain beneath Ash'doth-haPis'gah 798.

Verses 27, 28 -Deut. 28:36;

Verse 21 - Num. 20:12;
Verse 24 -Heb. 12:29;

Verse 29 - Jer. 29:13;
Verse 35 - Mark 12:32;

Chapter 4 Notes

Verses 41 - 43 - Josh. 20:8,9;

Verse 2 - Rev. 22:18,19;

Verse 43 - Josh. 20:8.

Verse 3 - Num. 25:1-9;

To be Continued
Verse 5 - 3 Macc. 3:5;

Anti-Semitism
By
Arnold Kennedy

I

T IS POINTED
OUT THAT THE
U N I T E D
N A T I O N S
CONVENTIONS
HAVE THE EFFECT
OF CHANGING RACE
INTO ANY GROUP
HAVING AN ETHNIC
BELIEF, religion, common customs, national
origins, etc, so that in this context multi-racial
Jews can now claim to be an ethnic group.
“Anti-Semitic” now is made to refer to anything
against the concept of this “Jewish” ethnic

group. Anti-Semitism is in no way what it is
presented to be. The word, "Anti-Semitism" was
first printed as late as 1880, according to the
1901 Encyclopaedia Judaica: Vol. 1/641. It is
a term that was created by Zionism, according
to modern Jewish authority who state, "Jews
began in the 19th century to call themselves
Hebrews and Israelites in 1860. This coincides
with the cry anti-Semitism" (Ency. Jud.1971,
Vol.10:23).
The New Zealand Jewish chronicle of Sept. 1995
on page 15 quotes historian Robert Wistrich who
says, "It dates back to 1879, the invention of a
German journalist and writer who wanted to
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signify that anti-Semitism was not the same as “The modern term Zionism first appeared in the
traditional religious hatred of Jews, and therefore 19th Century–-as the establishment of an
coined a phrase which had a racial connotation”. organisation”.
Communism sought to eliminate all opposition
to its control and objectives and we find a similar
operation emerging today against those who
would contravene the U.N. Conventions.
Communism, Zionism and United Nations have
a dominating “Jewish” content. We will soon see
more cries of anti-Semitism world-wide against
those who oppose Edom in their war of
extermination against Biblical Israel and
Christianity.
The word, “anti-Semitism” was first printed as
late as 1880 according to the 1901 Jewish
Encyclopaedia: Vol 1 P. 641. The word is used
as a cover-up by those claiming to be Israelites
or Shemites, “but who are not” [Rev 2:9]. These
are who are known and identified as
International Jewry today; they themselves state
that they are Edom, as has been shown.
To be anti-Semitic rightly means being against
the descendants of Shem, the son of Noah.
Biblical Israel are Shemites. Historically and
biblically, there are peoples known as "Jews"
who are not Shemites, and some of these others
descend from the other two sons of Noah,
Japheth and Ham. They are not Israelites, but
neither are some other Shemites.
Today we find a push for world government by
these particular people, as usual through the
socialist platform:
”Jewish Encyclopaedia Vol 11:P 418. “Jews
have been prominently identified with the
modern Socialist movement from its very
inception.
We also find evidenced the Communist ideal
surfacing again in the United Nations
Conventions. Very soon after the Communist
revolution in Russia, the Jewish Chronicle of
April 4: 1919 said:

NON-ISRAELITE “JEWS”. There are Jews
of many racial origins.
1. THE ASHKENAZIM JEWS.
Some claim a link between Edom and the
Khazars, but apart from that there is more than
one identity calling themselves “Jews”; all of
these have no claim to the name ‘Israel’.
Regarding the Ashkenazim Jews who speak
Yiddish, most dictionaries and encyclopaedia
define Ashkenazim in words like “after
‘Ashkenaz’, the second son of Gomer”. This
confirms Scripture concerning the sons of Noah,
[Shem, Japheth and Ham], and their offspring:
Gen 10: 1-3 “—the sons of Japheth, Gomer,
–the sons of Gomer, Ashkenaz”. The Khazars
themselves claimed descent from Japheth, and
from their adoption of Judaism, they became
known as Jews. But, they did not descend from
Shem, and therefore they are not Semitic in
origin To relate the term “Anti-Semitism” to
Jews of this origin is nonsense and part of the
great deception! Eastern European Jews of this
origin have no Israelite connection. AntiSemitism could not apply to them! These people
are the majority in the State of Israel.
2. THE SEPHARDIM JEWS.

The American People’s Encyclopaedia, [1925]
“There is much in the fact that the ideals of indicates that these descended from Edomites
Bolshevism are at many points
who were cast out from Palestine by Prince Titus
consonant with the finest ideals of Judaism”.
in AD 70. From thence they spread to North
Africa and to Spain converting Berber Tribes
The Encyclopaedia Judaica [1971], Vol 16:1032 and others to Judaism. There were Cardinals and
says:–
Popes who were Sephardim Jews. They have no
simple blood line, being Edomites diluted with
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Syrian, Canaanite, Phoenician and North
African blood.

PROSELYTES TO JUDAISM

These are people from other Semitic and nonSemitic origins, being known as Jews because
of religious spirit and belief. To add to the
confusion, we have the Arabs who come from
It is impossible to determine the degree of the line of Shem through Abraham. To be
intermarriage between these two groups of anti-Arab is then to be anti-Semitic also.
non-Israelites, but there is evidence that this has
been common.
Anyone who wants to call this mixture “Israel”
4. THE ETHIOPIAN DESCENDANTS OF is not speaking about the true Israel of God as
defined in the Bible. If we have another Israel
HAM
we then have another gospel. The argument often
[The Falashas]. These are known as “Jews” raised is to infer that Arabs are not now Semitic
because of acceptance of Judaism. The and that racial admixture has rendered them so.
But the same people will insist that Jews of such
Encyclopaedia Judaica says:–
racial mixture are a single race when they are
“The history of the Falashas speaks of their not. They want it both ways.
Hamitic origin”.
The territorial term “Ioudaios” is wrongly
accepted as the racial term “Ioudas” when
5. BABYLONIAN JEWS
reading the New Testament is the root of the
Those in the days of Mordecai and Esther, many understanding problem. The use of the territorial
who obviously were not of Judah took up term is not a measure of race, although some true
Judaism - “And many of the people of the land Israelites were amongst the proselytes to Judaism
in Judea.
became Jews”-[Ester 8:17].
3. THE SEPHARDIM / ASHKENAZIM
JEWISH MIXTURE

The End OS17991

Harold Stough Notes Unpublished
Draft For A Book Titled
“Anti-Christ and The
Modern World” (Part 9) c 1988
20 THE POST WAR YEARS

W

HILE
THE
GROWING
POWER OF ISRAEL BRITAIN
was bringing peace and prosperity
to backward nations of the earth there was also
developing the cancer of modern Esau Edom
in its midst seeking to turn that growing power
to its own use and advantage. Karl Marx had
written Communism can never conquer the
world before the British Empire has been
overthrown". Chamberlain wrote, The Jew will
not get Palestine until the fall of “British
Imperialism" and the Fabian, Stafford Cripps,
said, “It is fundamental to Socialism that the
British Empire be liquidated,” and so with

enemies without and within and with the British
people having no knowledge of what was going
on, the destruction of the British Empire and the
British people continued as planned, The
cosmopolitan East Europeans who had come
into the country had by using their financial
resources been able to place their members in
positions of power and influence.
Their loyalties were to their own people
although they made a pretence of being loyal to
Great Britain or to the United States as the case
might be; but their main aim is to destroy Great
Britain and the United States and any other
nation in which they reside and make these
countries and their people part of a federation of
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governments in a world empire which they will
control. Funds were made available for
undermining the morals, culture, religion, and
family life of the nation.
1. New Style magazines for girls, setting
the trend for loose living.

In America there is a move to destroy the armed
services. President Nixon appointed Admiral
Elmo Zumwalt as Chief of Naval Operations.
He has ordered 37 out of the 250 admirals to
retire so that he could put in his own people.
Zumwalt is co‑operating directly with
communists and Zionists 'the Anti‑Defamation
League to subvert the American Navy.

2. Lowering artistic standards.
He issued rules that Negro sailors were to have
special treatment such as the right to wear Afro
hair styles and to salute officers using the black
power salute. This has caused a breakdown in
4. Attempts to legalize the use of drugs.
discipline since white sailors began doing the
same thing and treating the matter as a joke.
In other words funds are made available to There is a complete break down in the combat
sponsor people who wish to make money from readiness of the U.S. armed forces. This has
human depravity and set a trend.
been caused by the failure of racial integration
which was begun by communist assistant
Establishing new organizations which will draw secretary in the Truman Government, Anna
People away from established customs.
Rosenberg.
3. Sponsoring beat music and debased
forms of dancing.

The Jewish Nation had been warned by the
prophets of the coming of Jesus Christ among
them but they rejected Him. Israel has been
amply warned of His second coming, 2 Pet.2:1‑
5 warn us of the coming of false teachers who
will bring in damnable heresies and many will
follow their evil ways and will be made
merchandise of. Tim. 3:1‑7 tells us of the effects
of the false teachings on the people and in
Daniel chapters 11 and 12 and 2 Thess. 2 we are
told of the falling away in the faith which will
proceed the setting up of the Man of Sin by the
Anti‑Christ.
Infiltrating the Churches and Christian society
and debasing them. The Christian Education
Movement in Britain, General Secretary the
Rev, A. Woolfson, brought out anti‑Christian
Hymns. “Its God they ought to crucify instead
of you and me.” Using Hymns in Christian
guise to teach Marxist atheism.

“Let no man deceive you by any means: for that
day shall not come except there come a falling
away first, and that Man of Sin be revealed, the
son of perdition who opposeth and exalteth
himself above all that is called God, or that is
worshiped; so that he as God sitteth in the
temple of God, showing himself that he is
God… And then shall that wicked one be
At Mount Vernon College in Washington D.C., revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with
The Rev. (?) Joe Gipson teaches depravity the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with
under the guise of Education. Called Sociology the brightness of his coming.”
250, upper class female students attend with
Negro males. The course includes petting and
21 IN THE PROTOCOLS OF THE
frank discussions on sex. The students are then
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION IT IS
locked up together for a week to learn how to
WRITTEN:liberate themselves from parental and social
restrictions. Sponsoring Left wing publishing Protocol XVII. We have long time past taken
houses in order to publish and propagate care to discredit the priesthood of the Goyim
communist and left wing books - Victor Gollanz. and thereby to ruin their mission on earth, The
king of the Jews will be the real pope of the
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universe, the patriarch of the international “Hebrews 12:14-17." “Follow peace with all
church.
men and holiness without which no man can see
the Lord. Looking diligently lest any man fall of
the Grace of God, lest any root of bitterness
springing up trouble you, and ye be defiled. Lest
there be any fornicator or profane person, as
Esau, who for one morsel of meat sold his
birthright. For ye know how that afterwards
when he would have inherited the blessing, he
was rejected for he found no place for
repentance though he sought it carefully with
tears.”
Malachi l. “The burden of the word of the Lord
to Israel by Malachi; I have loved you saith the
Lord. Yet ye say, wherein hast thou loved us?
Was not Esau Jacob's brother? saith the Lord;
yet I loved Jacob And I hated Esau and laid his
mountains and his heritage waste. Whereas
Edom saith, we are impoverished, but we will
return and build the desolate places; Thus saith
the Lord of Hosts, they shall build, but I will
throw down; and they shall call them the border
of wickedness and, the people against whom the
Lord hath indignation forever… and your eyes
shall see and ye shall be magnified from the
border of Israel."

Protocol XV. When the King of Israel sets upon
his sacred head the crown offered him by
Europe he will become the Patriarch of the
world. The indispensable victims offer by him
in consequence of their suitability will never
reach the number of victims offered in the
course of centuries by the mania of
Magnificence, the emulation between the Goy
governments.
2 Esdras 6:7‑9 “Then answered I and said,
what shall be the parting asunder of the times or
Protocol Ill. When the hour strikes for our when shall be the end of the first and the
sovereign lord of all the world to be crowned it beginning of it that followeth ? And he said unto
is these same hands which will sweep away me. From Abraham unto Isaac when Jacob and
everything that might be a hindrance thereto ‑ Esau were born of him, Jacob's hand held fast
ever since that time we have been leading the the heel of Esau, for Esau is the end of the world
people from one disenchantment to another, so (Order) and Jacob is the beginning of it that
that, in the end, they should turn from us in followeth."
favour of that king ‑ Despot of the blood of
Zion, whom we are preparing for the world.
Revelation tells us of the overthrow of the
Babylonian system of money lenders and
But the Lord Jesus Christ, the True King of cosmopolitan international bankers who wish to
Israel will come to take up his throne and make merchandise of men, the system being
reign:‑
operated by modern Esau to control the world.
Babylon is fallen.
Numbers 24:17 ‑ 20. "There shall come a star
out of Jacob and a sceptre shall rise out of Israel Jeremiah 31 : 10 "Hear ye the word of the Lord
and shall smite the corners of Moab and destroy O ye nations and declare it in the isles afar off,
all the children of, Sheth and Edom shall be a and say. He that scattereth Israel will gather him
possession for his enemies and Israel shall do and keep him, as a shepherd doth his flock. For
valiantly. Out of Jacob shall come He that shall he that redeemed Jacob and ransomed him from
have dominion and shall destroy him that the hand of him that was stronger than he.”
remaineth in the city, and when he looked on
Amalek he took‑up this parable, and said
The End
Amalek was the first of the Nations but his latter
end shall be that he perish forever.”
( Page 15 )

Blue Light of Led Streetlights Linked To Breast and
Prostate Cancer
By
Tapestry
taken by astronauts aboard the International
Space Station.
Dr Alejandro Sánchez de Miguel, of the University of Exeter, said: “Humans have evolved to
need light during the day and darkness at night.
As towns and cities replace older lighting, we’re
all exposed to higher levels of “blue” lights,
which can disrupt our biological clocks. It’s
imperative that we know for sure whether this
increases our risk of cancer. Scientists have long
suspected this may be the case – now our
HE “BLUE LIGHT” emitted by street innovative findings indicate a strong link.
lights including LEDs, and commercial
outdoor lighting such as advertising, is We must also investigate whether night-time
linked to a significant increase in the risk of exposure to the blue light emitted by smartbreast and prostate cancer, innovative new re- phones and tablets increases our risk of cancer.
search has concluded.
We must now improve our research methods to
ensure this is robust so we can advise on how
A study led by the Barcelona Institute for Global best to protect human health. Currently, the
Health (ISGlobal) and involving the University images taken by astronauts on the International
of Exeter found that participants living in large Space Station are our only way of determining
cities with heavy exposure to blue lights at night the spread of blue light-emitting white LEDs in
had double the risk of prostate cancer and 1.5 our cities.”
times higher risk of breast cancer. This was
compared to populations with less exposure to Little is known about how environmental factors
blue light.
affect breast and prostate cancer. The researchers
hypothesise that LED lights may disrupt the
Older lighting schemes emit a glow within the body’s 24-hour cycle known as the circadian
“orange” spectrum, but new modern lighting rhythm, in turn affecting hormones. Both breast
creates a bright “blue” light emission. The and prostate cancer are hormone-related.
researchers found the bluer the light emission
that people in large cities were exposed to, the Previous research has shown an increased risk
higher the risk of cancer. The study also found between prostate cancer and night shift work. It
that people who lived in homes with darker is also known that artificial light, particularly in
rooms, by using window shutters for example, the blue spectrum, can decrease the body’s
had lower risk than those who did not.
production and secretion of the hormone melatonin. Melatonin plays a key role in regulating
The study, published in Environmental Health the day-night cycles and has several other key
Perspectives includes medical and epidemiolog- functions, for example it is a powerful antiical data of more than 4,000 people between 20 oxidant and has also an anti-inflammatory funcand 85 years of age in 11 Spanish regions. It tion. However, its role in breast and prostate
particularly examined Madrid and Barcelona. cancer is not yet understood.
Indoor exposure to artificial light was determined through personal questionnaires. In the Manolis Kogevinas, ISGlobal researcher and
first study of its kind, outdoor levels of artificial coordinator of the study, said: “The World
light were evaluated based on night-time images Health Organisation’s International Agency for

T
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Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified night
shift work as probably carcinogenic to humans.
There is evidence pointing to an association
between exposure to artificial light at night,
disruption of the circadian rhythm, and breast
and prostate cancers.

not it increases the risk of cancer is a public
health issue.

“At this point, further studies should include
more individual data using for instance light
sensors that allow measuring indoor light levels.
It would also be important to do this kind of
“With this study we sought to determine whether research in young people that extensively use
night exposure to light in cities can affect the blue light emitting screens.”
development of these two types of cancer.”
The full paper, ‘Evaluating the association beMartin Aubé, physics professor at CÉGEP in tween artificial light-at-night exposure and
Sherbrooke, Canada and study co-author, said: breast and prostate cancer risk in Spain (MCC“We know that depending on its intensity and Spain study)’, is published in the journal Enviwave length, artificial light, particularly in the ronmental Health Perspectives. Authors are
blue spectrum, can decrease melatonin produc- Garcia-Saenz A., Sánchez de Miguel A., Espinotion and secretion.”
sa A., Valentín A., Aragonés N., Llorca, J.,
Amiano P., Martín Sánchez V., Guevara M.,
The study was conducted within the framework Capelo R., Tardón A., Peiró-Pérez R., Jiménezof the MCC-Spain project cofunded by the Moleón JJ., Roca-Barceló A., Pérez-Gómez B.,
‘Consorcio de Investigación Biomédica en Red Dierssen-Sotos T., Fernández-Villa T., Morenode Epidemiología y Salud Pública’ (CIBERESP). Iribas C., Moreno V., García-Pérez J., CastañoVinyals G., Pollán M., Aubé M., Kogevinas M.
Ariadna García, ISGlobal researcher and first Source
author of the study, says: “Given the ubiquity of
The End OS23051
artificial light at night, determining whether or

Letters and Views
before the Normans erected their stronghold, it
was occupied by a Welsh fortress.' (P 50)
This is the first mainstream confirmation of this
that I have seen and is quite exciting. (A link to
the post I made some time ago about "Fortress
Glamorgan" is below.)

FORTRESS GLAMORGAN – how the
Kingdom of Glamorgan and Gwent was
defended against invasion
Sir__,I've finally managed to unearth an school
text book pre-dating 1920's destruction of Welsh
history. It is ‘The Story of Glamorgan' published in 1910. The 1st little gem that has
jumped out concerns the original Castell Coch
on the banks of the Taff.

Old Defences on The Glamorgan
Coast

'This castle was built to guard this pass. Its site The book also discusses the sites of old defences
was so favourable for this purpose that long along the south coast.
( Page 17 )

Hopefully more nuggets as I get into the Book. want to play Rule Britannia across the Europe
Yours truly, Britain’s Hidden History;Ross with relief. Show us that Britons never shall be
Broadstock.
slaves. Yours truly, MINNA MOILANEN,
Helsinki, Finland
_________________
______________

Remembrance Day - Albert Hall 9th
November 2019

SMART METERS

Subject: RBL. DISGRACEFUL
Remembrance. Albert Hall. Worst
ever!

Sir___, Smart Meters enable suppliers to
monetise YOUR data by offering it to Third
Parties, boasting that the data can be used to
build ‘Highly Personalised Profiles’ for ‘highly
targeted sales campaigns’. Not to mention the Sir__, The 2019 Royal British Legion Festival
Negative Health Effects associated with these of Remembrance at the Albert Hall
SMART devices!! Source. Yours truly, (9/11/2019) was surely the worst ever.
Tapestry.
The inappropriate nature of some of the stuff
(e.g. ballroom dancing, the contortions of one of
the female singers, the strange song by James
Blunt in his falsetto voice) the mawkishness,
A Letter From Finland
mixed with the glorification of war, were
Sir___, BRITISH voters who want to Brexit are nauseating - As is their dishonesty in claiming
they support all who have served in the armed
not alone.
forces. They don't.
There are other countries in Europe eagerly
waiting for Exit. My tiny but beloved country, Was there ever a more gullible audience? Given
Finland, also suffers under the rule of Brussels another titbit, they clapped like performing seals.
plutocrats. Still, we are too small a nation to Yours truly, Norman Scarth. Veteran of the
Arctic Convoys of WWII.
proceed with Fixit (Brexit for Finland) alone.
_______________________
Mass immigration devastated our formerly
flourishing society. Now the president of the
European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker,
wants to ignore our national democracy to decide
how many immigrants we can receive and plans
to lay sanctions.
____________

This is true tyranny. So I plead. You, Britons,
you can save Europe once again. This is a chance
of a lifetime and we are already at the edge.
There are so many countries in Europe waiting
for freedom, please vote LEAVE and the rest of
us can later follow your example. On June 23 we

Above Cartoon posted by Pastor Dan, USA
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McConnell needs your help. If you can find a
way please do so. Yours truly, JohnT, UK.
____________

Field McConnell Arrested

Daylight Robbery

Sir___, I don't like sending much stuff out for
circulation, but this I believe will be out of your
knowledge and yet it is so important. Alan has
sent out information to those who will ignore it
because they are the part of the control that had
Field McConnell arrested.
I went to a talk given by Field McConnell. He
explained how all planes are fitted with
equipment that overrides a pilot's control from
outside the plane such as from another plane.
This was explained by the governments that it
was needed to take over a plane's controls if
terrorists had hijacked the plane.
He believed that this was used to divert the
MH370 plane away from it's flight path to China.
The rest I believe is supposition in that the plane
was seen over Diago Garcia, a USA airbase
leased from the British Government.

Claddagh, Galway c. 1890
Sir__Note the tiny windows and half door.
Governing Laws of the time placed a tax on
window light, hence the reason for the very
small and few windows in traditional Irish
rural homes. The tax was the origin of the term
"daylight robbery".
The half door was a clever method of beating
the tax. Irish cottagers would open the top half
for light and keep the bottom half closed to
keep chickens and other animals out. Yours
truly, KH, West Midlands, UK.
________________
_

He explained that the plane was carrying
passengers that were legally going to offer to sell
to China technological information that would
make them world leaders in weaponry which
could be used against the US.
I am not criticising Alan for writing to our PM
and the Press, because I would not know what
to do with such information.
I circulate to you because you may choose to
circulate it wider.
I believe that the more people know how our
state is manipulating and controlling us, the
better the chance is that we can effect change.
The court cases re 5G demonstrate that people
power can have effect if we, the informed, can
arouse the sheeple from their slumber. Field

Sir__Oswestry Hill, Update. I will be working
on Queen Guinevere's (translated White
Phantom) Round table tonight folks on Old
Oswestry Hill (Caer Ogyrfan(City of Ogyrfan)
that I believe I have located.
I will be asking "Did Queens have round tables
like Kings had round tables? Did the
Legendary King Arthur II know about his
queen's secret round table location at Old
Oswestry Hill? Maybe it was inspired by King
Arthur II round table? Either way, I will be
measuring and gridding the hill later and
hoping to get drone film of it shortly.
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If any boots on the ground nearby the Old
Oswestry Hill Fort can find me any ice age old
boulder alignment data I would appreciate it. If
anyone could help me with real Guinevere's
recorded connections to Old Oswestry Fort
please contact me. Thank you.
Please be mindful that around this area suffered
a great comet strike of 562 AD and has been
recorded in ancient Khumry records. We Know
Wroxeter was completely wiped out and turned
to limestone chippings. Going of what I can see
so far of Old Oswestry Hill Fort, I would also
confirm that there are masses of white stones in

abundance, not chippings but huge limestone
ashlar looking blocks.
Could we be looking at re writing the truth about
Queen Guinevere's Round table and replacing
the Legendary story lines. Have we been
misguided, has history mixed up the tables?
This 300 foot hill Fort looks like it could have
been a huge white Palace fit for a queen. We
know Queen Guinevere was born here, it was
her Hill. Yours truly, Dawn Hilton.

City of London's Ownership of American Colonies
From Forbidden History
"Neither the American people nor the Queen of
Britain own America. The Crown Temple owns
America through the deception of those who
have sworn their allegiance by oath to the Middle
Templar Bar. The Crown Bankers and their
Middle Templar Attorneys rule America through
unlawful contracts, unlawful taxes, and, contract
documents of false equity through debt deceit,
all strictly enforced by their completely
unlawful, but ‘legal,' Orders, Rules and Codes
of the Crown Temple Courts Our so-called
'judiciary' in America. This is because the Crown
Temple holds the land titles and estate deeds to
all of North America."

T

HE MISPLACED REVERENCE TO
THE ILL FORMULATED US
CONSTITUTION
and
hidden
subjugation back to the City of London is one
aspect of history that is not taught in government
schools or discussed in institutes of higher
education.
This subject is probably new to most observers
of the legacy from the Founding Father’s biggest
mistake. Regular readers of BREAKING ALL
THE RULES are familiar with the arguments
made in the essays, In the beginning: Let there
be the Articles of Confederation and Articles of
Confederation was Preferable. Now the case for
the betrayal of the purpose of the American
Revolution needs to be explored.

An examination of The Templars of the Crown
provides elaboration on this appraisal. For an
even more in-depth analysis, review the material
that
probes
AMERICAN
LAND
OWNERSHIP, A TRUE OXYMORON,
which deals with the work of James Montgomery.
“Many of you are aware that the laws of this
nation and it's states, were made to be in
compliance and submission to the laws of
England, only modified by state and federal law.
You will see in this last Chapter state statutes
from just a few of the original colonies, that this
is the case. Are these what are called ancient
statutes?

Yes. However, since the king's Corporation is
alive and well as are his heirs, so is his Trust and
Cited on the US Constitution Gave Legal
the law used to create and govern it. The law that
Ownership and Control of the United States to
governs his Trust can only be amended, no law
London site is an assessment by Michael Edward.
could be enacted contrary to the king's will and
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cestui que trust, the main corporate sole where
office is always found, the Crown.

- Behind the Global Empire piecing together a
long account of legalized equity mandates.

The king's practice of granting lands in this
country to those loyal to him continues, along
with their land grants being protected by state
ancient statutes which are still on the books. We
are governed by the king's nobles just as in times
of old England, self proclaimed nobles, and
corporate trusts.

“The signed treaties and charters between Britain
and the United States reveals that King James
the 1st was not only famous for translating the
Bible, but for signing the first charter of Virginia
in 1606. That charter granted America's British
forefathers a license to settle and colonize
America and guaranteed future kings and queens
of England to have sovereign authority over
citizens and colonized land in America. The
treaty of 1783 identifies the king of England as
the prince of the United States. King George the
3rd gave up most of his claims over American
colonies, but he kept his right to continue
receiving payment for his business venture of
colonizing America.”

They rule this country and the world. The huge
corporations have been granted power and
liberty not known by the common man. The
nobles, real and the created, occupy their
possessions as fiduciaries and trustees of the
king's grants; only if they remain loyal to the
system, their privilege and life style are their
reward.”
Invest the time in discovering all the historic
accounts, legal rulings and linkages that go back
to the Crown, AKA, the City of London.

The next element to consider has The Top of the
Pyramid: The Rothschilds, the British Crown
and the Vatican Rule the World. Read this
account and trace back the historic lineage of
some of the Englishmen who founded America.
“To have the Declaration of Independence
recognized internationally, Middle Templar
King George III agreed in the Treaty of Paris of
1783 to establish the legal Crown entity of the
incorporated United States, referred to internally
as the Crown Temple States (Colonies). States
spelled with a capital letter 'S,' denotes a legal
entity of the Crown.

If you are unfamiliar with The (British) Crown
Empire and the City of London Corporation take
a quick refresher course on the actual nature of
the financial foundation and codified sanction
that purports to be lawful. Jurisprudence may be
legal by the definition and formulations of the
judicious barrister class, but it certainly is not
founded on the basic principles of natural law.
Julian Websdale concludes: “The whole Earth is
governed by The Crown, through Crown
Colonies which belong to The City – The Crown
Empire. It governs Africa and still governs China
and India. The colonies of the Earth are really
just Crown Colonies – The United States of
America are states of The Crown.”
Now this interpretation may seem bizarre to most
and the plot thickens in the The construct Powers

At least five Templar Bar Attorneys under
solemn oath to the Crown, signed the American
Declaration of Independence. This means that
both parties were agents of the Crown.”
As time proceeds, the sell out of the “shot heard
around the world” revolution deepens. Two
Constitutions in the United States. 1st was
illegally suspended in favour of a Vatican
“Crown” corporation in 1871. This approving
assessment of the Federal Constitution views a
Shadow Government in place since 1871.
“Since 1871 the United States president and the
United States Congress has been playing politics
under a different set of rules and policies. The
American people do not know that there are two
Constitutions in the United States. The first
penned by the leaders of the newly independent
states of the United States in 1776.
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On July 4, 1776, the people claimed their
independence from the Crown (temporal
authority of the Roman Catholic Pope) and
Democracy was born. And for 95 years the
United States people were free and independent.
That freedom ended in 1871 when the original
“Constitution for the United States for America”
was changed to the “THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA”.
The Congress realized that the country was in
dire financial straits, so they made a financial
deal with the devil - the Crown (a.k.a. City of
London Corporation – est. by the Catholic
Church on Jan 1, 1855 ) thereby incurring a
DEBT to the Pope. The conniving Pope and his
bankers were not about to lend the floundering
nation any money without some serious
stipulations. So, they devised a way of taking
back control of the United States and thus, the
Act of 1871 was passed. With no constitutional
authority to do so, Congress created a separate
form of government for the District of Columbia.

With the passage of “the Act of 1871” a city
state (a state within a state) called the District of
Columbia located on 10 sq miles of land in the
heart of Washington was formed with its own
flag and its own independent constitution – the
United States’ secret second constitution.”
Lastly, Three Corporations run the world: City
of London, Washington DC and Vatican City
list the City of London houses as including:
Rothschild controlled ‘Bank of England’
Lloyds of London
The London Stock Exchange
All British Banks
The Branch offices of 384 Foreign Banks
The End OS23063

Celtic Saints of The Epynt - A Thriving Community Was
Forced Off Their Land by The MOD - Part 2
the banks of the Gwydderig stream, close to the
Roman road connecting the vale of Tywi and the
Usk valley. The place is referred to as Llan yn
Llywel in about 1180 - before the dedications to
Dewi and Teilo were added.

Spite Inn Farm, Tirabad
In 1239 the church at Llywel was described as
the ‘church of the three saints’, known to have
been Dewi, Teilo and Llywel. Dewi (David) and
Teilo are famous saints both with a wide range
of influence with many churches dedicated to
them in their memory. The last of the three is
much less well known, and quite possibly the
saint whose cell once stood on the spot. Llywel
was a 6th-century disciple of Dyfrig and Teilo,
who is also remembered in the church at
Llanllowel Monmouthshire.

The name is also recorded as Luhil in the
12th century, and as Luel in 1291, when it is
recorded in the 'Taxatio' to have been worth £14
a year, an enormous amount at that time - even
more than Llangamarch, which suggests it was
a very important and influential place. It's
importance might also be reflected by the size
of the round churchyard, which is the biggest in
Breconshire. It was in 1203 century that the
church passed into the sphere of the bishops of
St Davids, and it presumably at that time that it
received its threefold dedication.

According to Giraldus Cambrensis (Gerald of
Wales), who at one stage was archdeacon of
Brecon, the church was burnt down in a Saxon
raid, presumably in the late 12th or
early 13th century. The present church of St
David was constructed towards the end of the
15th century, though the tower may be older.
Llywel is thought to have founded a church on The church was extensively repaired in 1869,
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with further work being done on the tower in original mud and wattle structure he built. In
later generations it clearly became a place
1877.
of influence, though today is only a very small
village today, overshadowed by the newer
community of Trecastle which is the biggest
village in the parish of Llywel.

St. David Churchyard in Llywel
Inside the church is a Latin and ogam-inscribed
stone dating from the 5th and 6th centuries which
was moved into the church after it was
discovered a couple of miles away near the river
Usk in 1954. A second stone, the so-called
6th-century Llywel Stone is represented by a Llywel village and the former Cross Keys
Inn (nearest)
plaster replica, the original being in the British
Museum. Both of these testify to a Christian
Saint Cynog
witness in the area in very early mediaeval times,
and may well be associated with Llywel himself
in some way. But we don't know much about Not much remains of the small, isolated parish
him.
church in Llangynog, dedicated to Saint Cynog.
Llywel church
It is situated just off the road across the Epynt
which runs south from Builth Wells; and is right
on the edge of the open moorland of the Epynt.
All there is now is within a protective circle of
tall trees, is a raised circular enclosure with a
small, simple altar built of the stones from the
ruined building.

We do know that he was a 5th century saint, and
a disciple of Saint Dyfrig and later of Saint
Teilo. He was with Teilo for a period in Southwest Wales in the court of King Aercol. At one
point it is said that Llwel saved the king from
being poisoned. When he came to the valley of
the Gwydderig stream, Llywel established a cell
on its banks, and would have claimed the spot
as his own though fasting and prayer for a period
of forty days, according to the desert traditions
of Martin of Tours. The cell become the focus
of a small community which grew up around the
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The church itself was
demolished for safety
after it fell into ruin in
the late 20th century.
There are a few
headstones
stones
remaining beneath the
trees
The
small,
scattered community of
the area traditionally
hold an annual service
focused on the altar on
the first Sunday in June,
when the old bell from
the church is brought
from its present home in
nearby Maesmynis
The Llywel ogham
stone

mountain towers over the valley of the Honddu
just to the west of what is now Lower Chapel.
There Cynog built a small hermitage under a
steep rock near the mountain’s summit.

The ruins of Llangynog
Cynog was eldest son of Brychan Brycheiniog,
and therefore an uncle to the Cadmarch who
established a cell not many miles away at
Llangamarch. His mother was reputedly
Benadulved, the daughter of Benadyl, a prince
of Powys from near Llanrhaeadr-ymmochnant whom Brychan seduced while a
hostage at the court of her father. Cynog was
born in Talgarth about 434 AD.

Rock outcrop at the top of Y Fan Oleu,
Merthyr Cynog

The hermits had no water except that which they
fetched from the river at the foot of the mountain.
One story goes that a spring suddenly emerged
from the rocks near the top of the mountain to
provide Cynog with water. Some time later
He is supposed to have represented his father as Cynog is said to have been murdered.
ruler of Brycheiniog, and the gold torque his
father is supposed to have given him may well There are two versions of what happened. One
have been a symbol of the authority he had account says that he was slain by invading
invested in his son. In 1188, Geraldus Saxons; another that he was murdered by other
Cambrensis wrote that the torc still existed and hermits jealous of his water supply, and wanting
that he had had seen this relic while traveling it for themselves. Immediately after his death,
the spring is supposed to have dried up. Cynog
through Brycheiniog. He wrote of it:
was buried a short distance away in what is now
Moreover I must not be silent concerning the Merthyr Cynog churchyard, the church itself
collar which they call St. Canauc's; for it is most being built upon this significant ancient
like to gold in weight, nature, and colour; it is shrine. Cynog's feast day has traditionally been
in four pieces wrought round, joined together observed on 7th or 9th October each year. He is
artificially, and clefted as it were in the middle, chiefly commemorated in Brycheiniog, where
with a dog's head, the teeth standing outward; Defynnog, Ystradgynlais, Penderyn, Battle,
it is esteemed by the inhabitants so powerful a Llangynog, and Merthyr Cynog, are all named
relic, that no man dares swear falsely when it is after him.
laid before him: it bears the marks of some
severe blows, as if made with an iron hammer;
for a certain man, as it is said, endeavouring to
break the collar for the sake of the gold,
experienced the divine vengeance, was deprived
of his eyesight, and lingered the remainder of
his days in darkness.
After his conversion, he was committed to the
care of a holy man named Gastayn, who baptised
him. Then, Cynog is supposed to have left his
father's court and to have joined a community of
religious men living on Y Fan Oleu, a mountain
in east of the parish of Merthyr Cynog. The
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From Y Fan Oleu looking down on
Lower Chapel in Cwm Honddu

To be continued 23046

British Secret Intelligence Service Spy Masters
From Secret History

E

NGLAND IS A MYTHICAL LAND
of Magna Carter power politics heritage.
Such cultural and emotional symbols as
'Mrs. Miniver' Rose or the White Cliffs of Dover
are engrained in the public consciousness as
essential British tradition. When the "Bard of
Avon"
presented his indispensable
observations, Shakespeare on England defined
the perception essence of countless generations.
This royal throne of kings, this sceptred isle,
This earth of majesty, this seat of Mars,
This other Eden, demi-paradise,
This fortress built by Nature for herself
Against infection and the hand of war,
This happy breed of men, this little world,
This precious stone set in a silver sea,
Which serves it in the office of a wall
Or as a moat defensive to a house,
Against the envy of less happier lands,
This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this
England,
This nurse, this teeming womb of royal kings,
Feared by their breed and famous by their birth
Richard II, 2.1, 40-51
Yet even with such lofty attitudes about England,
the real world upon which intelligence operations manoeuvre have very little to do with
serving the British society that most closely
associates with the image of a fable people.
When scholars examine the nature of the British
Empire, many fail to identify that the true power
behind the institutions and military prowess is
not controlled by Parliament or even the German
Monarchy clan of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, who
has taken the name of Windsor. In actuality, the
raw power that embodies the "Crown" functions
accordingly.

"The coloured people of the British Empire,
comprising 87% of the total population, are the
voiceless subjects of the international financial
oligarchy of "The City" [the City of London] in
what is perhaps the most arbitrary and absolute
form of government in the world.
This international financial oligarchy uses the
allegoric "Crown" as its symbol of power and
has its headquarters in the ancient City of London, an area of 677 acres; which strangely in all
the vast expanse of the 443,455 acres of Metropolitan London alone is not under the jurisdiction
of the Metropolitan Police, but has its own
private force of about 2,000 men, while its night
population is under 9,000.
This tiny area of a little over one square mile has
in it the giant Bank of England, a privately
owned institution; which is not subject to regulation by the British Parliament, and is in effect
a sovereign world power. Within the City are
located also the Stock Exchange and many
institutions of world-wide scope. The City carries on its business of local government with a
fanciful display of pompous medieval ceremony
and with its officers attired in grotesque ancient
costumes. Its voting power is vested in secret
guilds... All this trivial pomp and absurdity and
horse-play seems to serve very well to blind the
eyes of the public to the big things going on
behind the scenes."
This background is necessary to properly
understand The City of London’s strange history.
"William and Mary, whose Second Charter in
1690 leaves no doubt as to who were the greatest
beneficiaries of the Glorious Revolution. It
declared: “That the mayor, commonalty and
citizens of London shall for ever hereafter re-
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main, continue and be, and prescribe to be, a
body politic, in re, facto, et nomine–-and shall
have and enjoy all their rights, gifts, charters,
grants, liberties, privileges, franchises, customs,
usages, constitutions, prescriptions, immunities,
markets, duties, tolls, lands, tenements, estates
and hereditaments whatsoever.”

Mansfield took to travelling around his
office using a scooter he stole from a child, using
his wooden leg to slap people aside. During
meetings with people who weren’t aware of the
fact he needed to hop in place every time he took
a piss, Mansfield grew quite fond of randomly
screaming at the top of his lungs and stabbing
himself in the leg with a pen, you know, just
The significance of this long history of establish- because.
ing a shadow apparatus behind the public appearance of democratic government has been the Mansfield would reportedly do this during intertemplate for transferring the effective power to views with potential spy recruits to see how they
a financial elite that actually controls the clan- reacted to something unexpected, dismissing
destine events that shape the planet.
them immediately if they had the totally human
reaction of freaking the hell out."
So it is totally understandable that when the
establishment of the Secret Intelligence Service The successor to Cumming was Admiral Sir
(SIS) was put into motion, the true masters of Hugh Sinclair.
supremacy are the mercantile elites, who manipulate the City of London.
"A noted bon vivant with a stormy private life
and “an astonishing flow of forcible language”,
Before Ian Fleming coined the designation "M" this was a man whose expansionist ambitions –
for the chief of the SIS office that would become matched only by those of Sir Basil Thomson of
to be known as MI6, Sir Mansfield Cumming, Scotland Yard – led him to make a disastrous
in typical British idiosyncrasy, Cumming set the mistake for any intelligence chief: getting too
stage for bizarre cloak and dagger demeanor.
close to politics, and moving from providing
intelligence to advising on policy. Sinclair started to investigate communist subversion in Britain, running a group of agents known as “The
Casuals”, and therefore crossing boundaries with
the police and MI5. Eventually he was carpeted
by the Home Office Permanent Under-Secretary’s Office and MI6 was stripped of domestic
operations, which went to MI5, the division of
responsibility that endures today."
More ambitious than his predecessor,
Sinclair prepared MI6 for WWII years to come

"Working behind the mahogany desk that once
graced the cabin of Admiral Nelson on HMS
Victory, Cumming wore a gold-rimmed
monocle, signed all correspondence with “C”
and only used green ink. He would set the
standard for his successors – to this day heads
of MI6 go by the codename C (it has come to
stand for chief rather than Cumming) and use
green ink as well as the Nelson desk." While
these traits seem benign, a famous test for new
recruits using Cumming's wooden leg is
certainly eccentric.

"Beginning in 1919 he attempted to absorb the
counter-intelligence service MI5 into the SIS to
strengthen Britain's efforts against Bolshevism,
an idea was finally rejected in 1925. The SIS
remained small and under-funded during the
inter-war years. By 1936 Sinclair realized that
the Gestapo had penetrated several SIS stations
and Claude Dansey, who had been removed from
his station in Rome, set up Z organization,
intended to work independently of the
compromised SIS.

In 1938, with a second war looming, Sinclair set
up Section D, dedicated to sabotage. In spring
"Not one to let something like the death of his of 1938, using £6,000 of his own money, he
son and the loss of a limb get him down,
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"Menzies was also responsible for the overall
supervision of the Government Code and
Cypher School (GCCS), whose greatest
achievement in the war was the breaking, with
considerable initial Polish and French help, of
the German Enigma."
While these accounts are sanitized to pass the
orthodox and accepted version of a historic
version, suitable for public conception; the
Bletchley Park
hidden purpose of the entire intelligence machinery system is to protect and advance the
bought Bletchley Park to be a wartime interests of "The City".
intelligence station."
The flair and secrecy used to establish the SIS
The next spy master successor Major-General service feeds and safeguard the ruling class
Sir Stewart Menzies took charge during the war society of a privileged elite. The art of spying
years and during the beginning of the cold war. has become proficient as disclosed in Dope
"Stewart Menzies, like other members of Inc., MI6 Are The Lords Of The Global Drug
establishment, was appalled by the idea of a Trade. The City of London – The Centre of the
Prime Minister who was a socialist. As Gill global crime scene, links the financial protection
Bennett has pointed out: "It was not just the racket of the British establishment to the
intelligence community, but more precisely the pervades of illicit control of the drug trade. The
community of an elite - senior officials in Secret Intelligence Service stands as an about
government departments, men in "the City", men the law facilitator for the hierarchy of well bred
in politics, men who controlled the Press - which and meticulously tailored operatives, dealing in
was narrow, interconnected (sometimes the family business of unfeigned power.
intermarried) and mutually supportive.
Information is the real license to kill. Spy
Masters operate with immunity not because they
Many of these men–- had been to the same are patriots of the British nation, but because
schools and universities, and belonged to the they are dependable servants to "The City". Not
same clubs. Feeling themselves part of a special exactly the England that Shakespeare
and closed community, they exchanged envisioned.
confidences secure in the knowledge, as they
End OS23064
thought, that they were protected by that
community from indiscretion.

Tap Water Not So Good For People Newly Discovered
Chlorinated Disinfection By-products Might Be More
Toxic Than Pesticides
reactions in neonicotinoid contaminants. The
resulting metabolites are proven to be far more
toxic than the original “neonic” pesticides.
Their newest experiment followed up on their
discovery of neonicotinoids in tap water sources.
The team investigated the risk of the pesticides
getting exposed to chlorine-based water treatments and transforming into chlorinated disinfection byproducts (DBPs).
RESEARCHERS
WARN
THAT
CONVENTIONAL
METHODS
FOR Furthermore, they evaluated the toxicity of the
TREATING WATER can trigger chemical DBP metabolites generated by the chemical
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reactions between neonics and chlorine. Their
efforts received support from the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) and the University
of Iowa (UI).

might have serious implications for human
health.
Research on other DBPs demonstrated their
high toxicity on humans. Studies established
strong links between the chlorinated chemicals
to cancer and birth-related health problems.
Neonicotinoids have displaced their predecessors as the most prevalent insecticides in the
world. Their widespread employment ensures
that any adverse effects get felt worldwide.

Analysis of the chlorinated tap water confirmed
the presence of desnitro-imidacloprid and imidacloprid-urea, which are both metabolites of
imidacloprid. The two formed after the neonic
pesticide reacted with the chlorine disinfectant.
Desnitro-imidacloprid possessed 319 times the
toxicity of its parent pesticide on mammals.
Tests showed that even low levels of desnitroimidacloprid negatively affected the health of
vertebrates.
The researchers also reported that desnitroimidacloprid and imidacloprid-urea might react
to water treatment processes. When that
happens, the imidacloprid metabolites became
chlorinated DBPs. (Related: Glyphosate and its
byproduct AMPA found to heavily contaminate
farms, rivers, cities and rural areas across
America.)
Chlorination causes neonicotinoid pesticides to
transform into even deadlier toxins. The USGSUI study simulated the conditions found in
real-life water treatment plants. They proved it
was possible for chlorinated chemicals to form
in treatment tanks.
Support our mission and protect your health:
Organic Seeds of Life combines Red Raspberry
Seed Power, Black Cumin Seed Power and Red
Grape Seed Powder into the most potent
nutrient-rich supplemental superfood powder
you’ve ever experienced. Loaded with
flavonoids, antioxidants, anthocyanins, OPCs,
ALA and a vast array of vital nutrients. Learn
more here. The newly-discovered chlorinated
DBPs remain untested and untracked. They

Regulatory agencies like the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) believe that neonicotinoids don’t pose any danger to vertebrates.
The pesticides work in such a way that they can
only poison invertebrates.
However, neonics end up causing great harm to
bees and other beneficial insects. They also
poison aquatic invertebrate species that serve
as food sources for aquatic vertebrates such as
amphibians and fish.
Even worse, desnitro-imidacloprid and other
neonic metabolites have changed the way they
poison their targets, becoming more toxic to
vertebrates like mammals and humans.
Newly discovered chlorinated disinfection byproducts might be more toxic than pesticides.
The USGS and UI researchers expressed
concern about the toxicity of the neonicotinoidderived chlorinated disinfection byproducts.
Much like how desnitro-imidacloprid and
imidacloprid-urea proved more toxic than
imidacloprid, the DBPs might turn out to be
more deadly than the chlorinated metabolites
and their neonic pesticide predecessors.
“Greater potential toxicity and frequent presence in these water samples of neonicotinoid
metabolites demonstrate the need to consider
their fate and persistence in drinking water
treatment systems (e.g., during chlorination and
other treatment processes) and their potential
effects on human health,” the researchers concluded.
The EPA is preparing to conduct a human
health risk assessment of neonicotinoid pesticides in 2019. Experts urge the federal agency
to include neonic-derived metabolites and chlo-
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rinated disinfection byproducts in its investigation.
Furthermore, they want the EPA to hold a
cumulative risk assessment of neonic pesticides
and associated metabolites. They find it alarming that the planned evaluation does not make
any provision for the cumulative risks of a class
of persistent and toxic chemicals.
Meanwhile, neonicotinoids continue to spread.
The pesticides are not just limited to tainting
surface water and drinking water. They also
contaminate fruits and vegetables – and unlike
earlier pesticides, they cannot be rinsed away.

Various studies also warned that exposure to
neonicotinoid pesticides impaired the behaviour
of animals and caused children to develop
effects akin to autism.
TAP – I recommend whole house filtration
down to 1 micron particle size on
drinking/cooking water.
What easier way to cull the population than pipe
in poisons direct to the home. It doesn’t cost
much to get rid of the threat. Source

The End

Understanding God's Secret
By
Willie Martin
5:39) and, if we follow His instructions, we
must do more than just read Biblical passages
from time to time. One is often greeted with
the inane remark, "I just cannot understand the
Bible." This is invariably expressed by one
who has never really tried to understand the
Scriptures, having only given of his time
spasmodically to reading familiar passages
taken out of their context, such as "Selected
Bible Readings" and the like.

I

N THE BIBLE MANY TRUTHS ARE
CONCEALED which will not always be
hidden from those who will devote time
and study to searching the Scriptures. Proverbs
25:2 "It is the glory of God to conceal a thing:
but the honour of kings is to search out a
matter." Many consider that they have fulfilled
their duty as Christians if they periodically read
portions of the Bible, but, contrary to the
popular conception, nowhere in the Scriptures
themselves are we admonished to read the
Bible. Rather the emphasis is on study and
research, to be followed by careful analysis and
application of its teachings. In his instruction to
Timothy Paul said: "Study to shew thyself
approved unto God, a workman that needeth
not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth." (2 Timothy 2:15)
Study Essential: Jesus Himself admonished
His followers to "search the Scriptures" (John

Spiritual understanding is the by-product of
diligent study under the guidance of the Holy
Spirit. Unless individuals approach the Bible
with a prayerful desire that the Lord will open
up to their understanding the knowledge and
wisdom hidden within its pages, they will fare
only a few degrees better than the atheist and
agnostic who only read the Scriptures to
criticise and censure.
When Paul and Silas went to Berea, it is stated
that the people there were more noble than
those at Thessalonica: "In that they received
the word with all readiness of mind, and
searched the scriptures daily whether those
things were so." (Acts 17:11) As a result of
such an open-minded study of the Word, many
believed the Gospel. This same spirit and
desire for understanding was evidenced among
the prophets, who gave close attention to the
words of the Lord so that they might
understand His purposes and plans: "Of which
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salvation the prophets have enquired and
searched diligently, who prophesied of the
grace that should come unto you: Searching
what, or what manner of time the Spirit of
Christ which was in them did signify, when it
testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ,
and the glory that should follow." (1 Peter
1:10-11)

"And I heard but I understood not." (Daniel
12:8)

Things to Come: Daniel the Prophet was given
a series of remarkable revelations, yet he said:

The End OS12644

Because of his failure to comprehend what he
saw and heard, the prophet inquired of the Lord
as to their meaning: "then I said, O my Lord,
what shall be the end of these things?" (Daniel
12:8)

Serbs and Croats in Prophecy
Author Unknown
Austria continued its support for Bulgaria and
gained support from Germany against the
Serbs. Within a month of the assassination,
Austria delivered a deliberately unpalatable
ultimatum to Serbia, with a twenty-four hour
deadline for reply.
Three days later Austria, with German backing, declared war on Serbia. Russia quickly
allied herself with Serbia and World War One
began.

New Greater Serbia

Learn Where ethnic hatreds between
Serbia and Bosnia began. The Key to
understanding the problems of today
is found in your Bible. The Lessons of
history may once again be repeated.

T

HE
PEOPLES
OF
SERBIA,
CROATIA AND BOSNIA are once
again a thorn in the side of Europe and a
powder keg which threatens to explode the
NATO alliance. The attempt to build a "Greater
Serbia" at the cost of Bosnian lives is not new.
On June 28, 1914, the Serbian assassination of
Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his
wife in Sarajevo, Bosnia proved to be the flash
point which ignited World War One. At that
time the move for a "Greater Serbia" was
crushed when Austria retaliated.

Today, with Eastern Europe attempting to
cope with new realities, the Serbs once again
are attempting to push for a "Greater Serbia"
once again, built on the bodies of Bosnian
Muslims. If you think the events of 1914 are
hard to understand, it is no wonder that the
world leaders of today can't sort things out.
These Balkan peoples have been described as
"Satan's crucible for brewing wars" by Richard Maybury, editor of Early Warning Report
(May 1994).
While it seems to be religious differences that
are fuelling the problem of this region, there is
in fact something more to this story of the
ethnic hatreds between these peoples. The
Serbs and the Croats are ethnically related and
are united in the hatred of the Bosnian's, who
also appear to be the same but are ethnically
different. Understanding the origins of these
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wars between these two peoples can help clear
up the muddle of world events.

At Babel of course!
When did these divisions begin?
In the time of Peleg

Bible Beginnings
Does the Bible reveal who the Serbs, Croats,
and Bosnians are? And if its does, can the Bible
give us any insight into what role these people
will play in future world events and the coming
of the Beast of Bible prophecy, and the second
coming of Jesus Christ?

While Noah' was righteous in
God's sight (Gen 6:9; Heb
11:7), and God spared his
whole family because of
Noah's righteousness, there is no indication
that the rest of his family shared his devotion
to God and the obedience to his law.

Nimrod

Notice after the flood in Genesis 8:18, God
commanded Noah and his family to "replenish"
the earth (Genesis 9:1), and from these eight,
all the peoples of the earth derived (Genesis
9:19).
The 10th chapter of Genesis is noted by all
scholars as the "Table of Nations." Far from
being a boring table of genealogy, it is the key
to understanding the ethnic groups all over the
world. All of our ancestors are mentioned here.
If you could accurately trace your family tree
you will eventually end up back to one of these
patriarchs.
Genesis 10: tells of Noah's eldest son Japheth.
His descendants were divided first by Language, then by their families or clans, and later
as their families grew, into nations. These same
is said by Noah's second and third sons, (Genesis 10:20, 31). Notice that the first dividing
factor was language!
Where did these divisions begin?

Living in Peleg's Time
It didn't take long for mankind to return to
criminal behaviour which God
had punished with the flood.
When it comes to learning the
lessons of History, the human
mind has the attention span of
a mayfly. God understands human nature and the criminal
tendencies of man's mind
(Genesis 8:21; Jer 17:9).

The Answer is Yes!
The Clues of the national identity of all peoples begin with the
divisions of the populations in
Genesis. It is there that we must
look for the origins of all peoples and all ethnic groups. The
forbearer of all peoples on earth
today are the 8 people who reestablished human populations
when they stepped off the ark.
Noah and his Family. (Ed. Only
the White Adamites)

Notice Genesis 10:25: "And unto Eber were
born two sons: the name of one was Peleg; for
in his days was the earth divided;" Peleg in
Hebrew means "division."

Shem had several sons. His firstborn was
Elam, the second was Asshur, the third was
Arphaxad (Gen 10:21).
At the same time Ham's children were being
born. Cush, Ham's firstborn, had a son named
Nimrod, the first ruler who set himself up in
opposition to God! The "mighty hunter" put
himself "before" God, ahead of God, presuming to take God's place (Gen 10:6-10).
Nimrod was a contemporary of Salah and
Eber of Shem's line.

Nimrod's Kingdom
It was he who built Babel as well as other
principal cities of the land of Shinar. Today
history identifies Shinar as the land in the
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delta of the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers at the
head of the Persian Gulf. The Original settlements there were made by peoples archaeologists describe as Sumerians (Shemites), people
of the Ubia-Culture. We are told that Babel was
the "beginning of his Kingdom" Nimrod's Capital.

der his control. The last thing he wanted to
have was his power divided and diluted"scattered abroad upon the face of the whole
earth" (Gen 11:4).

Remember God commissioned Noah to "replenish" the earth, spreading mankind through
the "whole earth" (Gen 9:1). Nimrod was
Confirming the Biblical account, "In its [Ubiad] deliberately thwarting God's plan, and the
culture assemblage are found molded clay bricks work of his servant Noah.
of uniform shape, the beginnings of temple architecture, and artifacts of copper" (Ancient CivDividing Nations by Dividing Languages
ilizations, p. 25).
God was aware of Nimrod's plans. God said:
"And YHWH said, Behold, the people is one,
and they have all one language; and this they
begin to do: and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have imagined
to do.
"Go to, let us go down, and there confound
their language, that they may not understand
one another's speech.
When Nimrod established his kingdom, "the
whole earth was of one language, and of one "So YHWH scattered them abroad from
speech" (Gen 11:1). Nimrod and his followers thence upon the face of all the earth: and they
arrived in Shinar from the east crossing the Za- left off to build the city.
gros Mountains of western Iran to reach the
fertile Mesopotamian plain (Gen 11:2).
"Therefore is the name of it called Babel;
because YHWH did there confound the lanBetween the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, Nim- guage of all the earth: and from thence did
rod built Babel. In the Babylonian texts, Babel is YHWH scatter them abroad upon the face of
recorded as Bab-ili and means the "gate of god" all the earth" (Gen 11:6-9).
(see Bullinger's Companion Bible).
In order to delay the proliferation of manNimrod had set himself up as a god, and he ruled kind's effort to foster evil, God intervened in
from Babel, and judged the people. He wanted human affairs by dividing the emerging ethnic
unity among all peoples to consolidate his pow- groups into different languages.
er. His plan was world rulership.
The tower that he built was the symbol of his
power. He undoubtedly had flags, banners, and
anthems, and a "name" for his world government
in opposition to God (Gen 11:4). If his city was
named "the city of god" then his kingdom was
likely called the "kingdom of god," as well!

The Origins of all fundamental language
groups began at Babel. It was in the days of
Peleg the divisions of nations began. The the
new language of Peleg's father Eber (the Hebrew), Babel came to mean "confusion."

No longer capable of a unified effort, Nimrod
had to settle for more city building, so he built
Nimrod's purpose was consolidation of all the Erech, Accad (Akkad), and Calneh in ancient
growing families of the post-flood mankind un- Shinar (Genesis 10:10). He still wanted to
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expand his empire beyond Sumeria, so he attacked and conquered the cities of Asshur,
Shem's son, in neighbouring Assyria. The corrected translation of Genesis 10:11-12 reads:
"Out of that land [Sumeria] he [Nimrod] went
forth [in war] to Asshur [Assyria] and [following his conquest] builded Nineveh, and the city
of Rehoboth, and Calah. And Resen between
Nineveh and Calah..."
In the midst of Nimrod's empire building, the
other families of the patriarchs who came
through the flood began migrating out of the

area. No longer unified by a common language, these families and clans grew into separate language groups, different ethnic groups,
and finally into separate nations as God intended.
Yet all have their origins with Noah and the
first settlements after the flood in Mesopotamia. Where did these peoples go? How can we
determine which nations they grew into?
Where are those nations today?
To be continued OS11851

Obituary - Werner Bock A Patriot and
Fighter Against Injustice
cattle. He had a good relationship with the old
farmers and listened to their stories with great
interest. He was always very helpful to his
neighbours.
Suddenly in 1975, the tide turned against
Werner and he became a target. His work, his
machinery and his farm were sabotaged. His
fields were being sprayed with soil sterilants.
325 head of cattle were killed over a 20 year
span. He was being persecuted and dragged
through the court system for many years, but
finally won his case. Some elements in the
community started harassing Werner on a daily
basis, by releasing a deadly gas that causes
damage to the lungs, every time they drove by
his house. When he would go out to the
driveway to get his mail, he was being shot by
directed energy weapons. This is what caused
seizures, and the final heart attack.

Werner Bock 1942 -2019

W

ERNER
BOCK,
77,
OF
HILLGROVE, died unexpectedly
near his home on Thursday,
December 5, 2019. Born in Germany, he was
the son of Karl and Ella (Buermann) Bock.

Despite the many years of harassment, Werner
was a farmer with all his heart. He was
innovative and could build almost any
machinery. He was always there to help his
neighbours. He was always trying to improve
his community, and improve New Brunswick,
and was protesting the sale of NB Power, the
spraying of forests, and was environmentally
conscious. He always said "We are the
stewards of the land, it is not ours to destroy,
we have to protect it." Werner was a valiant
fighter for truth and justice and devoted his life
to this cause.

Werner came to Canada from Germany to farm
in 1969. He had heard that farmers were wanted
in New Brunswick; there were many abandoned
farms around. He bought his place outside He is survived and sadly missed by his wife,
Petitcodiac and went to work. Diligently he Renate, and many nieces and nephews in
ploughed and sowed and had pigs and beef Germany, and also by friends in his community.
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Graveside service will be held on Wednesday, Ensign magazine and were regular
December 11, 2019, at 2 PM at Maplewood participators in the twice weekly New Ensign
Cemetery, Petitcodiac.
Skype Conference calls and therefore we also
If desired, donations toward a living memorial extend our condolences to Renate and
Werner’s family and friends.
would be appreciated.
Arrangements in care of Salisbury Funeral Home Werner passing will be a great loss to the
(372-4800).
patriot community for he was very
knowledgeable of the underhand methods used
He will find peace in heaven.
by the enemy in intimidating him to gain
Rest in Peace Werner. You will be
possession of his land. He was regularly on the
missed.
alternative media, including Dr. Carley’s
shows on Rense Radio. Much of his work can
www.keirsteads.ca
be found on Educate Yourself.
Editor’s Note: Both Werner and Renate his wife
were subscribers and supporters of the New
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The Secret Covenant of The Jewish Secret Society
Known as The Order of The Illuminati
Presented by Wes Penre
This person gave me this reply when I asked
if he/she could verify the authenticity of it:
“The document was passed to me by a gentleman who has long been a researcher into these
things and it was meeting him that first caused
me to search the web for more information.
That’s how I came across your site. I think he
was afraid to let me see it at first as he was
unsure I could be trusted. He told me there are
those who would kill to stop this information
getting out. You will understand why I cannot
reveal his name – I only know him by his first
name anyway; he wouldn’t reveal his surname.
I believe he works as a member of an aircrew,
but precisely where I don’t know.
He did tell me that someone ‘on the inside’ had
passed the information to him, but they could
Above: “Fallen Angel”
very well be dead by now. I have no doubt as
to the authenticity of it and hope we can
CAN’T GUARANTEE THE AUTHEN- broadcast it far and wide. Once the word is out
TICITY of this document, although the they (the Illuminati) will never be able to
context pretty much describes the truth as it suppress it, although they will try!
is. We don’t know when it was written and
exactly by whom, but it looks like it was com- Good luck with your work. We need more
posed by a British person if we look at the good men like you!”
spelling of words, which is British English.
I am hereby publishing it as it came to me,
This information was sent to me by someone unaltered. I give the reader a chance to make
who for obvious reasons wants to be anonymous. up her/his mind regarding if this is a bogus or
not. Wes Penre, April 09, 2008.

I
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The Secret Covenant of the Jewish Secret Society Known As the Order of the Illuminati Issued
under the supreme authority of the Jewish Bograh and sanctioned by the Jewish Rothschild
Dynasty (Europe) and the Jewish Rockefeller
Dynasty (USA) And heed our word, so must
it be.
THE SECRET COVENANT

We will use soft metals, ageing accelerators and
sedatives in food and water, also in the air.
They will be blanketed by poisons everywhere
they turn.
The soft metals will cause them to lose their
minds. We will promise to find a cure from our
many fronts, yet we will feed them more poison.
The poisons will be absorbed through their skin
and mouths, they will destroy their minds and
reproductive systems.
From all this, their children will be born dead,
and we will conceal this information.
The poisons will be hidden in everything that
surrounds them, in what they drink, eat, breathe
and wear.
We must be ingenious in dispensing the poisons
for they can see far.
We will teach them that the poisons are good,
with fun images and musical tones.

An illusion it will be, so large, so vast it will
escape their perception.
Those they look up to will help. We will enlist
them to push our poisons.
Those who will see it will be thought of as
insane.
They will see our products being used in film
and will grow accustomed to them and will never
We will create separate fronts to prevent them know their true effect.
from seeing the connection between us.
When they give birth we will inject poisons
We will behave as if we are not connected to into the blood of their children and convince
keep the illusion alive. Our goal will be accom- them it is for their help.
plished one drop at a time so as to never bring
suspicion upon ourselves. This will also prevent We will start early on, when their minds are
them from seeing the changes as they occur.
young, we will target their children with what
children love most, sweet things.
We will always stand above the relative field of
their experience for we know the secrets of the When their teeth decay we will fill them with
absolute.
metals that will kill their mind and steal their
future.
We will work together always and will remain
bound by blood and secrecy. Death will come to When their ability to learn has been affected,
he who speaks.
we will create medicine that will make them
sicker and cause other diseases for which we will
We will keep their life span short and their minds create yet more medicine.
weak while pretending to do the opposite.
We will render them docile and weak before us
We will use our knowledge of science and by our power.
technology in subtle ways so they will never see
what is happening.
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They will grow depressed, slow and obese, and
when they come to us for help, we will give them
more poison.
We will focus their attention toward money
and material goods so they many never connect
with their inner self. We will distract them with
fornication, external pleasures and games so they
may never be one with the oneness of it all.

as their rulers. They will be busy killing each
other.
They will bathe in their own blood and kill their
neighbours for as long as we see fit.
We will benefit greatly from this, for they will
not see us, for they cannot see us.

Their minds will belong to us and they will do
as we say. If they refuse we shall find ways to
implement mind-altering technology into their
lives. We will use fear as our weapon.
We will establish their governments and
establish opposites within. We will own both
sides.
We will always hide our objective but carry out
our plan.
They will perform the labour for us and we
shall prosper from their toil.
Our families will never mix with theirs. Our
blood must be pure always, for it is the way.
We will make them kill each other when it
suits us.
We will keep them separated from the oneness
by dogma and religion.
We will control all aspects of their lives and
tell them what to think and how.
We will guide them kindly and gently letting
them think they are guiding themselves.
We will foment animosity between them
through our factions.
When a light shall shine among them, we shall
extinguish it by ridicule, or death, whichever
suits us best.
We will make them rip each other’s hearts apart
and kill their own children.
We will accomplish this by using hate as our
ally, anger as our friend.
The hate will blind them totally, and never
shall they see that from their conflicts we emerge

We will continue to prosper from their wars
and their deaths.
We shall repeat this over and over until our
ultimate goal is accomplished.
We will continue to make them live in fear and
anger though images and sounds.
We will use all the tools we have to accomplish
this.
The tools will be provided by their labour.
We will make them hate themselves and their
neighbours.
We will always hide the divine truth from
them, that we are all one. This they must never
know!
They must never know that colour is an
illusion, they must always think they are not
equal.
Drop by drop, drop by drop we will advance
our goal.
We will take over their land, resources and
wealth to exercise total control over them.
We will deceive them into accepting laws that
will steal the little freedom they will have.
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We will establish a money system that will Oh yes, so grand the illusion of freedom will be,
imprison them forever, keeping them and their that they will never know they are our slaves.
children in debt.
When all is in place, the reality we will have
When they shall band together, we shall created for them will own them. This reality will
accuse them of crimes and present a different be their prison. They will live in self-delusion.
story to the world for we shall own all the media.
When our goal is accomplished a new era of
We will use our media to control the flow of domination will begin.
information and their sentiment in our favour.
Their minds will be bound by their beliefs, the
When they shall rise up against us we will beliefs we have established from time immemocrush them like insects, for they are less than rial. But if they ever find out they are our equal,
we shall perish then. THIS THEY MUST
that.
NEVER KNOW.
They will be helpless to do anything for they
If they ever find out that together they can
will have no weapons.
vanquish us, they will take action.
We will recruit some of their own to carry out
our plans, we will promise them eternal life, but They must never, ever find out what we have
eternal life they will never have for they are not done, for if they do, we shall have no place to
run, for it will be easy to see who we are once
of us.
the veil has fallen. Our actions will have revealed
The recruits will be called “initiates” and will who we are and they will hunt us down and no
be indoctrinated to believe false rites of passage person shall give us shelter.
to higher realms. Members of these groups will
think they are one with us never knowing the This is the secret covenant by which we shall
truth. They must never learn this truth for they live the rest of our present and future lives, for
this reality will transcend many generations and
will turn against us.
life spans.
For their work they will be rewarded with
earthly things and great titles, but never will they This covenant is sealed by blood, our blood.
become immortal and join us, never will they We, the ones who from heaven to earth came.
receive the light and travel the stars. They will
never reach the higher realms, for the killing of This covenant must NEVER, EVER be known
their own kind will prevent passage to the realm to exist. It must NEVER, EVER be written or
spoken of for if it is, the consciousness it will
of enlightenment. This they will never know.
spawn will release the fury of the PRIME
The truth will be hidden in their face, so close CREATOR upon us and we shall be cast to the
they will not be able to focus on it until its too depths from whence we came and remain there
until the end time of infinity itself.xxxxxxxx
late.
To be continued 23067

Prehistoric London Its Mounds And Circles
By E. O. Gordon ( Published 1946 ) Part 10

T

HE VERY ROUTE of the tin-traders across Gaul described by
Diodorus Siculus (left) in the time of Augustus was the very same
that was afterwards chosen by Joseph of Arimathea, whose footsteps
from Marseilles to Morlais and from thence to Britain are traced in a most
interesting way by Taylor in his Coming of the Saints. The peaceful intentions
of the Hebrew missionaries being apparent, at the petition of Joseph and his
friends, says William of Malmesbury, the historian of Glastonbury, the British
King Arviragus gave them for their habitation twelve hides of land; a gift that
is mentioned in Domesday. On this ground the very disciples of our Lord
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built of mud and wattle, thatched with reed after
the manner of the country, the first Christian
Church, not only in Britain, but in the world.
With Greek rites, a Greek Easter, and a Greek
ordination, here the disciples lived in separate
huts and worshipped in the lowly sanctuary.
Arviragus is stated in the Chronicles to have
been one of the later founders of Caerleon-onUsk, the ancient seat of the Silurian princes,
thirty-four miles only from Glastonbury on the
opposite coast of the Bristol Channel. This
ancient port of South Wales is described as
rivaling Rome in its splendours of royal palaces
and gilded roofs. Spenser pays his tribute to the
British king in the lines:
“Was never king more highly magnifydc
Nor dread of Romans was than Arvirage.”

ground; for if they did so it was noticed they
“died forth- withe.” So highly indeed was the
privilege of burial in this sacred ground held,
that people esteemed themselves happy in being
allowed to increase the possession of the Church
if only their bodies might rest under the Minster
shadow.

Above -The Glastonbury Site of King
Arthur’s Tomb.

It is further recorded that Arviragus was baptized
by St. Joseph and adopted the Christian faith.
Ed: Alan Wilson has proved that the
Glastonbury site is a medieval deception to
“Joseph converted this King Arviragus
attract pilgrims, of the 2 Arthurs, one was buried
By his prechying to know ye lawes divine
at Glasten near Bury and the other in Wales.
And baptized him as write hath Nennius
The chronicler in Brytain tongue full fyne Many of the early British and Saxon kings and
And to Christos lawes made hym enclyne queens were buried at Glastonbury, King Coel
And gave him then a shield of silver white or Hoel, the father of the Queen-Empress
Helena, amongst them. But by far the most
A crosse end long, and overthwart full
illustrious of the mighty dead was Britain’s
perfete
renowned warrior —King Arthur—whose tomb
These armes were used throughout all
at Glastonbury, and Round Table at Winton, in
Brytain
For a common syne, each man to know his a very interesting way link the “Gorsedds” of
remote antiquity with all that is noblest and best
nacion
in the chivalry of Christendom.
And thus his armes by Joseph Creacion
Full longafore Saint George was generate
It is certainly very remarkable that neither the
Were worshipt here of mykell elder date.”
Romans, Saxons, or Danes ever made any attack
upon Glastonbury and that this Church alone
In the course of time Joseph of Arimathea and
claims as her peculiar privilege never to have
his companions died and were buried on the
failed in her worship of the true Faith.
south side of the little chapel he had built of
wattle. From this time the cemetery of “There has been no break, no time when Christ
Glastonbury took the place of the Wiltshire has been set aside for any other name.” says
downs as the Westminster Abbey of British Professor Freeman. “Had Wells, or even Bath,
kings and saints. It was held in such awe and laid claim to such an illustrious antiquity, their
reverence that scarce any one dared to keep vigil claims might have been laughed to scorn by the
there by night.
most ignorant. At Glastonbury such claims, if
not easy to prove, were not easy to disprove.
No one built near it so as to obstruct the light.
To be Continued
“Our fathers did not dare to use any idle
discourse or to spit in it without some great
necessity.” Enemies and other naughty men were
not suffered to be buried there, nor did any one
dare to bring a horse, or dog, or hawk upon the
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Eurofolk Radio

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
$16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

http://www.untoldtales.net

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

This long
sort after
book is
now
available!

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and
join in the chat

Click on
image for
details

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

A Magazine For
Patriots
For further details
click HERE
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Announcements
In The Name Of
Yahwey auf
Deutch - Für
weitere
Informationen, auf
das Bild auf der
rechten klicken Sie
bitte

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James

CLICK HERE
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P.O. Box 274,
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Die Banker Satans

A fraternal Identity Christian organisation for men and women of European descent.
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